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Performance Analysis of Routing Protocol for
Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL)
in Large Scale Networks
Xiyuan Liu, Zhengguo Sheng, Changchuan Yin, Senior Member, IEEE, Falah Ali, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Daniel Roggen

Abstract—With growing needs to better understand our environments, the Internet-of-Things (IoT) is gaining importance
among information and communication technologies. IoT will enable billions of intelligent devices and networks, such as wireless
sensor networks (WSNs), to be connected and integrated with
computer networks. In order to support large scale networks,
IETF has defined the Routing Protocol for Low power and
Lossy Networks (RPL) to facilitate the multi-hop connectivity.
In this paper, we provide an in-depth review of current research
activities. Specifically, the large scale simulation development
and performance evaluation under various objective functions
and routing metrics are pioneering works in RPL study. The
results are expected to serve as a reference for evaluating the
effectiveness of routing solutions in large scale IoT use cases.
Index Terms—RPL, WSN, Large Scale Network, Performance
Analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE Internet-of-Things (IoT) has become a new focus for
both industry and academia involving information and
communication technologies (ICTs), and it is predicted that
there would be almost 50 billion devices connected with each
other through IoT by 2020 [1]. The concept of IoT can be
traced back to the pioneering work done by Kevin Ashton
in 1999 and it is initially linked to the new idea of using
radio frequency identification in supply chains. Soon after, this
term became popular and is well known as a new ICT where
the Internet is connected to the physical world via ubiquitous
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [2].
With the development of WSN technologies, a wide range of
intelligent and tiny wireless sensing devices will be deployed
in a variety of application environments. Generally, these
sensing devices are constrained by limited energy resources
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(battery power), processing and storage capability, radio communication range and reliability, etc., and yet their deployment
must cover a wide range of areas. In order to cope with
those challenges, a number of breakthrough solutions have
been developed, for example, efficient channel hopping in
IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH [3], emerging IPv6 protocol stack for
connected devices [4] and improved bandwidth of mobile
transmission.
Routing, particular in large scale networks, is always challenging for resource constrained sensor devices. The IETF
Routing Over Low-power and Lossy networks (ROLL) working group has been focusing on routing protocol design and
is committed to standardize the IPv6 routing protocol for
Low-power and Lossy Networks (LLN). RFC6550 [5], first
proposed by ROLL group of IETF in the form of draft to
define Routing Protocol over Low Power and Lossy Networks
(RPL), serves as a milestone in solving routing problems in
LLNs. Due to the limitation of short-range radio in personal
area network (PAN) and local area network (LAN), multihop transmission is necessary in large scale networks. RPL
is designated to provide such a viable solution to maintain
connectivity and efficiency in a cost effective way. However,
there is a lack of existing literature in evaluating the RPL
performance in large scale networks.
In this paper, we focus on the comprehensive review of
RPL protocol and its performance in large scale networks.
Our contribution can be summarized as follows:
• We make a deep analysis of objective functions and
metrics in RPL under varied scenarios, with references to
the latest literature and studies, which can fundamentally
contribute to the understanding of RPL performance
and provide inspiration to raise more viable methods to
further improve the network performance. An extended
discussion of security issue and future challenges are also
included.
• We make the first attempt to build a large scale network
using RPL and provide analytical results under different
objective functions. A more practical scenario incorporating UDP, IPv6 and 6LowPAN has also be considered in
the analysis.
• We make an investigation on network simulation tools
and select OMNeT++ as the ideal one for a large scale
RPL simulation. We have fully implemented the RPL
protocol according to IETF specifications in OMNeT++
and discussed its performance. The source code is also
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supplemented online to support further study by the
research community.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview of RPL definition. Section III discusses
the current Objective Functions and routing metrics in RPL.
Section IV introduces simulation platforms and our practice in
developing RPL as well as its performance analysis. Section
V provides further discussions on the applications of RPL in
reality. Based on the research findings in previous sections, a
future prospect and challenges are raised in Section VI. The
conclusion is then given in Section VII.
II. I NTRODUCTION OF RPL
LLNs are resource constrained networks in terms of memory, energy and processing power. IETF ROLL Working Group
mainly focuses on the routing in LLNs and has proposed RPL
in RFC6550 [5]. RFC6550 was firstly released in March 2012
and then a number of supplementary and supportive RFCs and
Internet drafts have been progressed. For instance, RFC6997
[6] is aimed at clarifying the specified route discovery mechanism, while RFC7416 [7] is with the purpose of strengthening
the security issues in RPL.
With the development of IoT, RPL is entitled to new chance
for the development of wireless sensor networks in a large
scale. It is able to meet the specific routing requirements of
application areas including urban networks (RFC 5548) [8],
building automation (RFC 5867) [9], industrial automation
(RFC 5673) [10], and home automation (RFC 5826) [11].
Among those mechanisms standardized in RPL, routing and
message control are two important mechanisms in establishing
and maintaining an effective and reliable network, which will
be highlighted in details as follows.
A. Routing Mechanism of RPL
RPL is a distance vector routing protocol. It does not
have predefined topology but will be generated through the
construction of Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graphs
(DODAGs). Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) describe tree
shaped structures. However, a DAG is not a traditional tree
structure in which one node is allowed to have multiple parent
nodes. The DODAG, with sink node or the node providing
default routing to the Internet as the root node, is a directionoriented graph.
The construction of network topology is controlled by
three types of control message - DODAG Information Object
(DIO), DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS) and Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) messages. They all belong
to RPL control message, which is an Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) information message type with type value
155. DIO message is used for upward routing construction,
which is essential for establishing communication from nonsink nodes (or multiple points) to the sink node (one point).
Such Multipoint-to-point (MP2P) mode is dominating the RPL
applications. The construction of upward route of RPL is
realized by DIOs. The sink node will first broadcast DIOs, the
nodes receiving the DIO directly from the sink node become
its neighbours. By setting the sink node as their parent nodes,
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Fig. 1. An example of DODAG and node set relationships.

those neighbour nodes will re-broadcast DIOs to further nodes.
The similar step will repeat in such way that the DODAG
topology is constructed through handling DIOs and building
parent sets. DIS message is used for soliciting the sending
of DIO in order to make immediate response to network
inconsistency. The structure of DIO message is presented in
the following subsection.
DAO message is used for downward routing construction
(Point-to-Point and Point-to-multipoint). There are two modes
of downward routing - storing and non-storing modes, which
indicate that the routing table information is stored in intermediate nodes (non-root and non-leaf nodes) and root node,
respectively.
An Objective Function (OF) defines the rule of selecting
neighbours and parent nodes by rank computation. Routing
metrics related to link or node characteristics (RFC6551 [12])
can be used by OF to make routing determination. One of the
widely used OF0 is defined in RFC6552 with hop count as
the routing metrics. OF determines Neighbour Set, Parent Set
and Preferred Parents according to specified routing metrics
and constraints. The node set selection is involved in the route
discovery process and indicates the best path computation. The
rank of a node must be larger than that of its parent node, in
order to avoid routing loops.
It is worth noting that in order to construct a valid RPL
routing, firstly, candidate neighbour node set must be the
subset of nodes that can be reached through link local multicast. Secondly, parent set is the subset of candidate neighbour set which satisfies specific limitation conditions. Thirdly,
preferred parents are those with optimal path characteristics.
If there exist a group of nodes with equivalent rank and
preferred extent regarding the metrics calculation, there can
be more than one preferred parent nodes. Fig. 1 illustrates
logical relationships of candidate neighbour node set, parent
node set, and preferred parent node of the node.
B. Message Structure of DIO
DIO message is the most fundamental control message
in RPL’s topology construction process. Fig. 2 outlines its
structure.
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DIO carries information that allows a node to discover
a RPL Instance, learn its configuration parameters, select a DODAG parent set, and maintain the DODAG [5].
The main fields of DIO message include Version Number,
DODAGID and RPLInstanceID. Version Number is used
within a DODAG, DODAGID is used within a RPL Instance.
The ’G’ flag indicates whether the DODAG is grounded or
floating. DODAGPreference is used when there exist multiple
DODAG and defines the preferable root. Rank indicates the
DODAG rank of the node when sending the DIO. Mode
of Operation (MOP) and Destination Advertisement Trigger
Sequence (DTSN) are used in maintaining the downward
routes. In our simulations, we have defined the DIO in an
independent structure as shown in Fig. 5. The basic fields of
DIO format are included in the DIO structure definition. Some
fields, such as Flags and Reserved, are not included in our
definition since they are not used in our simulation, which
can be added if necessary. According to the requirements
in RFC6550 [5], the DODAGID is 128-bit length defined
by the DODAG root to uniquely identify a DODAG. In our
simulations, we set the DODAGID field in the form of a unique
128-bit IPv6 address.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, DIO message can be extended with
the use of options, which include the DAG Metric Container
Option in Fig.3 and configuration option in Fig. 4. The DAG
Metric Container Option exists not only in DIO, but also in
DAO. It can carry multiple chosen metrics and constraints,
which are in the form of Routing Metric/Constraint object. The
Routing Metric/Constraint object can present in any order in
Metric Data in DAG Metric Container [12]. The routing metric
data is also declared in the DIO structure in our simulation.
If there exist multiple routing metrics in the DODAG, for example, the RSSI-ETX Objective Function discussed in Section
IV is composed of Received Signal Strength Index (RSSI) and
ETX, we will declare all of them in DIO as shown in Fig. 5.
The DODAG Configuration Option is an important option in
DIO structure. It is used to report the configuration information
through the DODAG. Therefore, It contains the trickle timer
configuration parameters of message mechanism, including
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- Rank
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- MOP
- DTSN
- DODAGID
- Lifetime

DAG Metric Container: The
metric data field can contain
multiple metrics in any order.

- metrics : ETX
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Trickle timer settings in DODAG
Configuration Option.

- IMin
- NofDoub
-k

ICMPv6Message

- type: ICMv6 Type

IPv6RPLMessage
- type:
Type Code=155

Fig. 5. Structure of DIO message in our simulation

DIOIntMin (Imin ), DIOIntDoubl (Imax ) and DIORedun (k),
which will be further explained in the following subsection.
The rank calculation parameters, including MaxRankIncrease
and MinHopIncrease, are also contained in this option. Generally, this option is usually configured and only allowed
to be modified by DODAG root. Unlike the main fields
in DIO format and DAG Metric container, which can be
changed in the simulation, DODAG Configuration Option is
kept unchanged through the simulation and therefore is defined
in the configuration file of the simulation as shown in table
IV in section IV.
C. Message Control Mechanism of RPL
It is obvious that any routing mechanism involves significant
control overhead in a large-scale network. Particularly in a
multi-hop network, an effective message control mechanism
is significantly important in reducing network overhead and
balancing limited network resources.
Trickle timer mechanism [13], which is mainly used by
DIO, has been emphasized as an important part of message
control mechanism. A Trickle timer is implemented based on
trickle algorithm and is able to detect and respond to network
inconsistency and instability. Particularly, the inconsistency of
RPL is occurred in the following circumstances: detection of
routing loops, first time joining a DODAG and rank change
of a node. The fundamental mechanism of trickle timer is
shown in Fig. 6. It is worth noting that the frequency of
sending messages which is decided by the trickle timer can
be dynamically adjusted to stabilize the network and govern
the network status as well as improve the energy efficiency.
In the trickle timer process, let t denote the time for sending
message, C the counter indicates whether the network is
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON BETWEEN RPL AND LOAD-NG

Start with
I  [Imin, I *max]
Set t=[I/2,I], C=0

I  I min
Whether
consistent?
YES

I  I max

NO

RPL

LOAD-ng

Routing Mode

Active

Reactive

Delay

Shorter

Longer

Storage Requirement

Less

More

Complexity

More

Less

Control Overhead

More

Less

I=2I

consistent or not; predefined parameters include redundancy
constant k, minimum time unit Imin , and maximum time unit
∗
Imax . Imax
denotes the maximum time period specified by
the time units. Time consumption to transmit k packets is
represented by tK . Typically, we have

known routing protocols, such as Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) and Intermediate System to Intermediate System (ISIS), are not suitable for the LLNs because they will lead to
excessive control traffic in constrained environment. Moreover,
the large volume of routing traffic can also pose a threat to
lossy links and rapid-in-change networks.
The comparison between RPL, LOAD, and Geographical
routing [15], in the case of advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI), shows that LOAD fails to satisfy the requirements
of LLNs regarding control overload, end-to-end delay and
reliability. The next generation alternative, LOAD-ng, which
is also raised by IETF working group, is the representative of
reactive routing while RPL is active routing. Under two cases
of MP2P and P2MP traffic flows, in which the downward
routing considers both storing and non-storing modes [16],
both of the two protocols perform closed in link quality and
delay. RPL also suffers from instability in control overload,
which is similar for LOAD-ng in the multicast situation.
However, the reactive routing requires a larger cache. A brief
comparison between RPL and LOAD-ng is shown in table I.
Compared with LOAD-ng and other routings in IoT, RPL
is much more complex. The complicated types and options
in control messages not only increase complexity in practice,
but also elevate the hardware requirements in storage when it
comes to the practical deployment.

∗
Imax
= Imin · 2Ima x

(1)

III. O BJECTIVE F UNCTIONS AND M ETRICS OF RPL

Imin = (2 ∼ 3) · tK

(2)

C++
NO
C<K?
YES

YES

DIO Sending
NO
I expires

I  I * max

Fig. 6. Trickle timer process.

Configuring the trickle timer with appropriate parameters is
vital since it will influence the network reliability and stability
[14], especially in large-scale networks. The redundancy constant k for each node should be carefully chosen in order to
avoid mismatching values among all nodes in the network or
being infinity which can lead to uneven load of traffic flow,
depletion of energy or congestion in dense networks [13]. Imin
also needs to be set accordingly to avoid congestion and high
packet loss. In our study, we find out that the appropriate value
of Imin falls into a fixed time period, which may be different in
other simulators or settings. Particularly, with an inappropriate
value of Imin , the packet delivery rate will be decreased.
D. RPL and Its Counterparts
The development of wireless sensor networks has contributed to proposals of a variety of routing protocols. LLNs
have their specific requirements on routing. The commonly

The topology of RPL is constructed according to specific
OFs, which are configured according to metrics and constraints. OFs are responsible for constructing routing and
providing optimal routing choice by determining DODAG
topology and rank of each node. In the following, we summarize several typical OFs used in RPL.
1) Hop Count: It is one of the two well defined Objective
Functions and also used as routing metrics. Hop count
is the most commonly used routing metrics and it is
deployed in the network routing calculation with the Hop
Count OF.
2) ETX: Expected Transmission Count defined in RFC6551
[12] can also be used as routing metrics for OF in LLNs.
The ETX metric is the number of transmissions a node is
expected to a destination in order to successfully deliver
a packet. With a higher value of ETX, the link quality
may be worse. It is an addictive metrics since it will add
the ETX of each link along the path to the destination.
3) Per-Hop ETX: The combination and optimization of
classic metrics can also bring better performance. Xiao
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et al. in [17] integrated the two traditional metrics - hop
count and ETX into per-hop ETX. The new proposed
metric is based on the addictive nature of ETX. It is
demonstrated that calculating link metrics by dividing
the aggregated ETX through the path using hop counts
can improve packet delivery rate, delay and energy cost.
4) Stability Based OF: Iova et al. [18] offered an overview
and outlook against RPL from aspects of reliability, endto-end packet delivery rate, end-to-end delay and energy
cost. Through comparisons and observations of OFs with
metrics including hop count, ETX and link quality index
(LQI), it reveals the tradeoff between network stability
which is mainly reflected by switching frequency of
parent nodes, and the routing reliability. A deeper understanding of the issue regarding stability can be found
in [19]. By taking numbers and frequency of control
messages into consideration, the authors proposed a
solution that combines DIO, DAO and DIS with given
relative weights into one measurement for a specific
node. Through this method, the packet delivery rate can
be significantly improved, the control plane overload is
largely deducted and the network stability is enhanced
with reduced parent nodes switching times.
5) Energy Based OF: It is also interesting to consider
energy based OF given that energy efficiency is highly
required in large scale sensor networks. Actually, the
power-supply of nodes is quite complex, therefore, in
the structure of routing metrics, there is a field indicating the power-supply type [12]. The power-supply
sources include powered, battery and scavenger. Regarding different power-supply means, how to accommodate
with various energy characters is a thought-provoking
issue. Patrick et al. brought minimum path loss [20]
into the definition of metrics, which is defined as the
minimum node energy level that captures the energybased path weight. It keeps the principle that parent
nodes with maximum remaining energy is preferable
and demonstrates satisfactory performance in network
longevity and overload balance compared with ETX
metrics. Existing literature also proposed to integrate
node energy with other metrics. Capone et al. [21]
combined node energy with ETX. By referring to the
exponent of a ratio of transmission power and remaining
energy and incorporating it with ETX, the method can
gain improvement in network longevity and node energy.
Other solutions such as in RFC6551 [12], a series of metrics
and constrains related to node and link attributes in RPL are
proposed. Table II summarizes classic and recently proposed
OFs of RPL with metrics used, key observation parameters
and performance of the metrics.
One unique feature of the tree-based topology in RPL is that
a node can possibly have multiple parent nodes. As described
in RFC6550 [5], each node only chooses one preferred parent
node to forward data packets to sink node, even though the
node may store multiple parent nodes information in the parent
set. RPL does not implement the parent switching mechanism,
thus a node with a large number of child nodes will run

TABLE II
O BJECTIVE FUNCTIONS COMPARISON .
Routing Metrics
Used

Observation Parameters

Key Features

Hop count [12]

Hop count between
two nodes

Small end-to-end delay in
sacrificing packet delivery
rate

ETX [12]

Expected
transmission count of
data packet between
two nodes

Packet Delivery Rate
(PDR) is higher, increased
delay

LQI [18]

Link quality data
from the wireless
chip after receiving
data packets

End-to-end
delay
increases with an increase
of PDR

Per-Hop
[17]

ETX

Expected
transmission count of
data packet per hop
between two nodes

Delay and PDR are improved to some extent, the
energy requirement is less
in large scale networks

Stability
[19]

Index

Numbers of DIO, DIS
and DAO in the network

PDR is improved a lot
while the number of control message is largely reduced

Path loss metrics
[20]

Remaining energy of
nodes

Increased
Network
longevity and evenly
distributed
energy
consumption

ETX and energy
composite
metrics [21]

Energy parameter of
nodes and ETX

Increased
network
longevity,
given
the
same overall degree of
network reliability

Expected
Longevity [22]

Energy of nodes and
ETX, forwarding according to specific
probablity

Increased
longevity

network

out of energy easily. To increase the stability of network and
make full use of the candidate parent nodes to better balance
the network overload, multi-parents selection is considered by
some existing works.
The non-uniform flow distribution is likely to deplete some
extensively selected nodes, which will be the bottlenecks and
have significant impact on the longevity of the whole network.
Additionally, nodes closed to the sink or with lower rank, tend
to be more congested and with high energy cost. Capone et
al. [21] proposed the expected longevity based metrics that
considers both energy and ETX. The essence of the idea is
that the network flow should be balanced when data packets
are forwarded to different parent nodes according to certain
probability, which will help improve the network longevity.
ROLL group proposed an alternative approach by dividing
RPL into clusters [23] within which nodes form to determine
their parent nodes and construct the sub-topology. The RPLbased clustering scheme takes into account the remaining
energy of cluster head based on the hierarchy of RPL topology
as a sub-optimal parent for cluster member nodes. Therefore,
the multi-parents issue can be transformed into clusters problem in RPL [24]. The proposed solution with opportunistic
packet forwarding and priority mechanism, has been shown to
obtain reduced delay and retransmission times compared with
traditional RPL.
As shown in Fig. 7, the data is obtained from OMNeT++
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simulation platform with basic settings in Section IV. We
run the simulation with a duration of 100s during which
the topology construction and packet forwarding have been
finished and assume that nodes with zero energy will quit
the topology immediately. According to the average energy
consumption of 100 nodes using the two methods, the opportunistic forwarding method has a lower standard deviation
(12.235) than the one-preferred-parent method (13.485) while
the total consumption of the both are closed, which indicates
that more balanced energy consumption can be achieved in
the opportunistic method.
IV. L ARGE - SCALE RPL S IMULATION U SING OMN E T++
A. Simulation Platforms
So far there are a number of software tools [25], [26], [27]
that can be used for evaluating RPL performance. However,
this is not always the case for a large-scale simulation. Table
III summarizes the key features and large-scale simulation
capacity of major simulation platforms.
In our study, we consider to use OMNeT++1 , which is event
triggered, time discrete open source network simulator, and
based on module construction and realization. It is capable of
implementing RPL simulation at a larger scale as well as with
advantages at other aspects, such as ease access of OMNeT++
frameworks for different network scenarios, functional output
API to obtain a series of targeted data.
B. Framework Integration for OMNeT++
The RPL simulation is developed based on the integration
of INET 2.2.02 with MiXiM 2.33 . The latest version INET 2.3
has already incorporated several functions from MiXiM. Both
of them are the most prevalent frameworks in OMNeT++.
INET is a simulation framework with comparatively mature
network layer realization. Its IPv6 network layer has been
realized with diversified sub-modules, taking into account
neighbour discovery functions and its message mechanism,
including Neighbor Advertisement (NA), Neighbor Solicitation (NS), Router Advertisement (RA), and Router Solicitation
1 https://omnetpp.org

(RS) handlings. Here we incorporate the IPv6 mechanism
to construct RPL related functions. The routing table can
store parents information, which is necessary in RPL DODAG
construction.
MiXiM framework is well known for its realization of MAC
and physical layers, especially IEEE 802.15.4. In our study,
the CC2420 radio model is used for IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and
PHY. Moreover, its battery module has been developed with
a liner model which is more reliable in battery consumption
observation. Here we deploy SimpleBattery module in MiXiM
to model the energy consumption of networks and will mainly
focus on the realistic results of Tx power consumption [35].
Moreover, INET framework provides several mobility models that can be easily utilized in the simulation, such as the
mobility model in which the node randomness is controlled by
the linear model, the Gauss-Markov model, etc. We only consider the stationary scenarios, therefore the StationaryMobility
model is used as shown in table IV.
With the integration of the above frameworks, we are able
to run experiments with flexible parameters to observe the
performance of large scale RPL under various circumstances.
Specifically, the integration offers an experimental basis to
construct networks with specified functions, such as implementing new OFs, Metrics, Constraints, etc.
C. Configuration Details
We build our network layer based on IPv6 module in INET,
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and PHY layer in MiXiM through
6LoWPAN adaptation. The upward routing has been realised
with DIO and DIS messages mechanism. The DIO messages
are implemented with trickle timer. The parent and routing
selections are decided by an extra class corresponding to the
OFs we defined. The basic parameters of layers are defined
in a .ini configuration file and the topology can also be
preconfigured, which can be either randomly set or according
to certain patterns. The source code is made available4 for
further reference. With the node structure implemented above,
the RPL mechanism can be implemented in the following three
aspects.
1) The RPL message mechanism is defined and achieved in
IPv6NeighborDiscovery module. It replaces the default
RA and RS message functions. The module is deployed
with DIO and DIS messages handling and responsible
fpr undertaking the update of preferred parents and path
selection.
2) RoutingTable module plays a valid role of recording
related routing information and making routing choice
when forwarding packets. It mainly serves as a storing
module that records the routing information and completes parent node selection.
3) The DODAG construction and rank computation obeys
certain Objective Function, which exists as an independent class completely performing the minimum cost
routing path selection. This paper mainly focuses on
metrics analysis, therefore multiple OFs with different

2 https://inet.omnetpp.org
3 http://mixim.sourceforge.net

4 https://github.com/qqbzg/rpl_omnet
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TABLE III
S IMULATOR COMPARISONS FOR SUPPORTING RPL.
Simulator

Support for RPL

Support for Large-scale Simulations

Supported Platforms and
Programming Languages

JSim [28]
•

•

Supports multiple protocols
while the only MAC protocol can
be used is IEEE 802.11, which
is a limitation in supporting RPL
in JSim
Inactive since 2006

•

Fully support of RPL
Part of contiki OS
No specific energy consumption
model

•

•

Able to support simulation scale around 500
nodes while the execution takes longer time
Complicated to use and
less efficient

•

Relatively
low
efficiency
Limited
simulation
scale with 200-500
nodes
Long processing time

•

Able to support thousands of nodes

•

•

Linux, Mac, and Windows
Java and tcl script language

Cooja [29]
•
•
•

•

•

TOSSIM
[31]

•

Linux, Mac, and Windows
Standard C

[30],
•
•

TinyRPL supports MP2P, P2P,
P2MP traffic in RPL
However, TinyRPL is not supported on the TOSSIM simulator
which requires a micaz binary.
Therefore, it is not fully support
RPL simulation

•

Object-oriented design which allows for straightforward creation
and use of new protocols
Extensible for general WSN simulation
Fail to simulate problems of the
bandwidth, power consumption
or energy saving in WSN

•

Not backward compatible with
Ns-2
Modelling of Internet protocols
and networks work
Weak in MAC and PHY layer
development support

•

Offers various frameworks to deploy the network with RPL while
the integration of available modules may introduce compatible
problems
Extensible for general WSN simulation
Support energy consumption and
mobility models

•

•

TOSSIM is designed
specifically for TinyOS
applications to be run on
MICA Motes
C++ and python

Ns-2 [32]
•

•
•

•
•

Only support less than
100 nodes
Rather complex and
time-consuming
Only
slightly
maintained now

•

Support of large scale
but more nodes beyond
400+ may lead to unrealistic results.

•

Scale-free simulator

•

•

General simulator and
compatible with Linux,
Mac, and Windows
C++ and OTcl

Ns-3 [33]
•
•
•

•

General simulator and
compatible with Linux,
Mac, and Windows
C++ and python scripts

OMNeT++ [34]
•

•
•

metrics need to be deployed separately. We deploy OF
as a single class file in the simulation, such that hard
codes can be avoided and it is easy to be replaced and
updated accordingly, which provides enough flexibility
and extensibility. Fig. 8 summarizes the simulation architecture that combines the frameworks, node structure,
and fundamental mechanisms.
We consider the messages that have been defined in RFCs
- DIO and DIS for upward routing, which are the triggers for
DODAG construction. We have defined the main fields of the

•

General simulator and
compatible with Linux,
Mac, and Windows
C++ and NED language

control messages, which have been discussed in the Message
Structure of DIO part in section II. In our simulation. the
content of DIO and DIS messages is included in the .msg file.
The essential key options for routing selection are contained in
messages. For example, Fig. 9 shows the handling procedures
across layers when a message uses received signal strength
index (RSSI) as the key option. The RSSI information needs
to be transmitted across layers and finally be utilized for
path selection in IPv6NeighborDiscovey module. It is worth
noting that Fig. 9 deploys RSSI based handling. Other key
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Mobility Models

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF RPL SIMULATION IN OMN E T++.

UDPAPP

BasicUDP

Routing
Table 6
INET

IPv6

Message
Handling

IPv6Neighbor
Discovery

Objective
Function

MiXiM

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
MiXiM
 Radio Propagation
 Interference Model
 Energy Consumption Model

IEEE 802.15.4 PHY

Fig. 8. Simulation construction structure.
INET
Ipv6ControlInfo

Ipv6Datagram

MacToNetwControlInfo
RSSI
PhyToMacControlInfo

MAC Layer
macTransPower
1 mW
macMinBE
1
macMaxBE
6
macMaxCSMABackoffs
20
rxSetupTime
0.1 s
macAckWaitDuration
0.000864 s
Phy Layer
phySensitivity
-100 dBm
phyMaxTXPower
1.1 mW
AnalogueModel
LogNormalShadowing
Connection Manager
carrierFrequancy
2.4e9 Hz
pMax
60 mW
AttenuationThres
-84 dBm
Trickle Timer
DIOIntMin (Imi n )
0.75 s
DIORedun (tK )
10
DIOInetDoubl (Ima x )
8
Topology Formation
Start Time
0s
Simulation End Time
300 s
UDPApp (Packet Generation)
Size of Packet Payload
60∼1000 Bytes
StartTime (from)
60 s
EndTime (stop at)
60.19 s
Interval
0.02 s
Destination Node Id
0
Source Node Id
All nodes except 0
Mobility
Mobility Type
StationaryMobility
Playground Size
480 m×480 m

Fig. 9. Message handling procedure cross layers for RSSI based handling.

options may only involve the top two layers if there is nothing
to do with the PHY or MAC layers. Table IV shows the
parameter configuration in our simulation. The parameters in
PHY and MAC are set according to the CC2420 datasheet.
The trickle timer parameters have been explained in Section
II. Fig. 10 depicts an example of random topology generated
by OMNeT++ with 100 and 500 nodes, respectively.
D. Cross-layer Issues
RPL is compatible with a variety of MAC and physical
protocols, especially IEEE 802.15.4. Since MAC and physical
layer parameters have direct impacts on the link reliability as
well as energy consumption, taking a cross-layer approach to
incorporate low layer elements into metrics design may offer
extra benefits for routing.
Sheng et al. in [36] proposed a novel method combining
multipath topology with duty cycle ratio in MAC layer. It
proves the sustainable network performance with the dynamic
duty cycling adjustment. Marco et al. [37] proposed a reliability metric based on the Markov analysis model [38]

and designed an algorithm with backwards and retransmission
times of forward flow in IEEE 802.15.4. The forward flow
contains flow generated by the node itself and relayed flow
from child nodes. Compared with ETX, it takes the packet
loss into account. Besides, in order to better balance the
flow in the whole network, an optimized metric is also
proposed to integrate itself flow and relayed flow with sending
and receiving power, respectively. Sajan et al. [39] proposed
a cognitive radio network (CRN) based RPL protocol by
utilizing six frequency channels between nodes to represent
the channel availability obtained through efficient spectrum
sensing algorithm. The main contribution lies in the routing
repair functions regarding different channels with trickle timer
of RPL.
To illustrate the cross-layer impact on the network performance, we develop a simulation experiment using OMNeT++.
Particularly, under the same simulation settings, the OFs are
compared among hop count, ETX and a tailored ETX with a
correction factor - RSSI (RSSI-ETX), which is incorporated
into the classic ETX to further rectify the deviation of link
quality. RSSI is calculated as the maximum received signal
strength in a time period from its last packet reception to
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50.11

Packet Delivery Rate (%)

50

44.67
41.3

39.03

40

37.57

30

20

10

0

200

300
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500

600

Node Number
Hop Count

ETX

RSSI-ETX

Fig. 11. Packet delivery rate versus network scale under different Objective
Functions.
(a) 100 nodes

Mean End-to-end Delay (s)

57.5

55

55.022

52.5

52.978

52.882

52.42
51.734

50

47.5

45

42.5

200

300

400

500

600

Node Number
Hop Count

ETX

RSSI-ETX

Fig. 12. Mean end-to-end delay versus network scale under different Objective
Functions.
(b) 500 nodes

the current reception. It will be logarithmically recorded and
then combined with ETX. The role it plays is as a deviation
controller to the ETX.
We consider the simulation with the network size from
200 nodes to 600 nodes connected by log-normal shadowing
channel for a period of 300 s with a fixed UDPApp payload
size of 60 bytes. The time schedule of data packet transmitting
is shown in UDPApp parameters in Table IV. The data packets
generation is initiated from 60 s when a comparatively stable
topology can be formed from the beginning of the simulation
(0 s). The simulation result is averaged over 5 dependent trials
with different random seeds5 . As depicted in Figs. 11 and 12,
packet delivery rate and mean end-to-end delay are shown,
respectively. The maximum number of hops in the simulation
is 12. It is worth noting that the general packet delivery rate in
5 Random seeds are generated with Mersenne Twister as a random sequence.
The random seed can be set differently for each module. For example, the
random seed will determine the random time unit generated in the trickle
timer at network layer.

100
94.39

91.23

Nodes with parent change(%)

Fig. 10. A random topology with 100 and 500 nodes developed by OMNeT++.

90.18

85.15
75
71.46

50

25

0

200

300

400

500

600

Node Number
Hop Count

ETX

RSSI-ETX

Fig. 13. Percentage of nodes with parent change under different Objective
Functions.

Fig. 11 is lower compared with the simulation results in [40]
because of the high packet loss in multi-hop networks and
burst transmissions simultaneously in the same time frame,
which causes significant congestion and interference. In Fig.
12, we only consider the time delay of successful packet
delivery. The retransmission and buffering have not been taken
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into account in our study. The increase of network size will
lead to more hops when a node undertakes the parent selection
process and therefore causes a longer delay. However, for the
hop-based approach, the increasing density of nodes can lead
to a better selection of path with minimum hops, hence its
mean end-to-end delay presents decreasing trend. When RSSI
element is considered, the rectified OF performs better in a
comprehensive view in packet delivery rate and mean end-toend delay. Fig. 13 shows the percentage of nodes with parent
change which reflects the extent of dynamic adjustment in the
network during the simulation. A higher change rate indicates
a more dynamic network topology and prompt response to link
quality. However, we should admit that the overhead imposed
by dynamic change will be a bottleneck for large scale
deployment. In essence, the benefits by reflecting physical
communication channels and signal behaviours on upper layers
do play a vital role in routing communications, however, the
performance trade-off between packet delivery rate, delay and
maintenance overhead should be well considered in large scale
network design.
V. RPL A PPLICATIONS
RPL provides routing solutions for a wide scope of application areas including urban networks, building automation,
industrial automation, and home automation. In different use
cases, adaptation of RPL need to be considered to ensure
optimized network performance.
1) Smart Grid (SG): It has attracted much attention in both
academia and industry. By monitoring energy usage and
feedback responses automatically, SG is able to balance
the energy distribution based on the power necessity.
Countries including China, Japan, South Korea and
Australia have invested extensive funding in the nextgeneration grid technology. The European Union set a
target to deploy smart meters for more than 80% of
customers by 2020. For Africa/Latin America, countries
are directly investing smart grid or indirectly utilizing
renewable energy, which will ultimately require more
advanced SG techonology [41].
There is no denying that RPL plays a prominent role
in Smart Grid deployment and is expected to be the
standard routing protocol in AMI6 applications. The
methods of rank computation as well as failures handling
have been considered in AMI [42]. Ancillotti et al.
[43] made a comprehensive elaboration and evaluation
of RPL in AMI. They investigated the packet loss
distribution of nodes in the network and pointed out
that the scale of network and density of flows have
significant impact on the network performance under
AMI infrastructure applications. Ancillotti et al. in [44]
made another research on RPL in AMI and proposed optimal methods for protocol deployment considering the
presence of duty cycling with different RPL prototypes
based on Contiki simulation platform.
6 AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure) is an important part of Smart
Grid. AMI can be considered as an advanced version of Automated Meter
Reading (AMR), which is capable of setup two way communications with
meter devices.

SG is composed by power system and smart grid communication network (SGCN). The latter can be partitioned into home area network, industrial area network
and neighbour area network. Regarding smart grid under
neighbour area network that involves devices at premises
and utility monitors, Ho et al. [45] added positive parents
switching functions in the RPL design which requires
nodes to change their parent nodes proactively when
packets are not received until certain number of trials.
The packets will be disposed if the switching times equal
the number of candidate parent nodes. The proposed
solution would definitely result in topology changes by
providing dynamic updates.
2) Machine-to-Machine (M2M): It is able to realize autonomous communication and require no outer assistance to closed systems in a variety of fields. Aijaz et
al. [46] summarized routing protocols design for M2M
and proposed to modify RPL to adapt to cognitive radio.
They also acknowledged the role of RPL as a standard
routing protocol in the future M2M development.
3) Agriculture Greenhouse: Quynh et al. [47] proposed
a multi-path RPL protocol for the greenhouse environment monitoring system. According to the real-life
greenhouse deployment and scale of the network, the
proposed method can improve RPL with better energy
balance and faster local repair, compared with the traditional hop count based RPL. The authors verified that
RPL satisfies the requirements in greenhouse circumstances and can achieve better performance in packet
delivery rate, time delay and packet error at the base
station with multi-path improvements. The greenhouse
scenarios provide decent results of RPL performance
with consideration of hop count and residual energy.
4) Medical Applications: Gara et al. [48] considered such a
use case with dynamic and hybrid topology and implemented a modified RPL in which the mobile nodes are
implemented as leaf nodes and only send DIS to request
parent without broadcasting DIO. The modified RPL
shows better performance compared with native RPL in
supporting low mobility nodes, which is indispensable
in healthcare and medical applications.
In essence, the deployment of RPL should be adapted to real
application scenarios, and further investigations of the diversified RPL deployments, especially those related with smart
devices, are necessary in promoting the future development
and applications of RPL. Table V summarizes the major RPL
applications with topology features and metrics characteristics.
VI. C HALLENGES AND F UTURE W ORK
So far we have discussed RPL from different aspects.
Although it is emerging as a comprehensive routing solution
to general wireless sensor networks, there are still challenges
as follows.
A. Transmission Mode
Currently, the prominent transmission traffic type in RPL is
MP2P, that is, the upward routing implemented by DIO, which
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TABLE V
RPL APPLICATIONS AND METRICS .
Application
Scenarios

Topology Features

Smart
Grid
[44], [45]

Large-scale and dense distribution

Metric/Objective Function Characteristics
•
•

M2M (General
Scope) [46]

Heterogeneous sensor system and involves a large
number of devices

Agriculture
Greenhouse
[47]

Heterogeneous
information system

Medical Applications [48]

Mobile nodes; Dynamic
and hybrid topology

Parents switching
autonomously
Appropriate duty
cycling

•
•

Multiple next hops
Best forward selection

•
•

Multipath
Hop count and
residual Energy

•

Mobile nodes work
as leaf node without
broadcasting DIO

is well defined in the standard. However, for the downward
routing, the P2P and P2MP traffic modes that are mainly
implemented by DAO are not precisely defined in literature. A
complementary IETF standard protocol [6] has been proposed
to solve the congestion and latency issues exposed by P2P
traffic mode while the multicast protocol [49] has been taken
into account for the MP2P mode. More efforts need to be
done in DAO scheduling to relieve the congestion and buffer
requirements.
Furthermore, storage limitation is still a big challenge for
large scale routing. Considering the non-storing and storing
modes in downward routing, with the network size increases,
storing mode will lead to large memory consumption while
the non-storing mode will introduces large communication
overhead [50]. The challenge is to find a balanced solution
by effectively integrating both models to reduce the memory
overhead risk and improve the utilization of node capacity.
B. Diversification of OFs
Existing literature investigated diversified influential elements in routing construction, including the control overhead,
link quality, remaining energy, and etc.
Due to the nature of WSN and IoT applications, the network
performance is not only limited to the packet delivery and
time delay, but also energy efficiency and long term stability
required by LLN. It has been verified that the combination
of the influential elements can result in trade-off in routing
performance. For example, node’s remaining energy and link
quality can be considered jointly to create an optimal metrics
in delivering long lifetime and reliable WSN. Kamgueu et
al. [51] put forward a new perspective regarding the OF
design, which introduced the fuzzy inference system (FIS)
that is mainly defined for an uncertain system. The FIS is
able to merge several metrics into one in a reasonable way.
The qualitative approach is promising for RPL OF design.

Additionally, the possibility of multi-parents in high dense
networks can be further explored. Balancing the traffic load
with multicast traffic or introducing parent switching in traffic
routing can relief the network load and prolong the network
longevity.
In an emerging new IoT application domain, mobile nodes
are allowed to connect to the static routing topology and thus
the routing protocol to cope with node mobility is extremely
challenging. Mobile RPL tends to lead to dynamic changes
of topology and link failures. The technical question is how
to react to a rapid change of preferred parent which has
a significant impact on the reliability and stability of the
network. The mobility influence should be considered in the
OF for mobile based routing protocols. Hayes et al. [52]
proposed a solution for mobile wireless sensor networks taking
into account multiple paths utilisation and blind forwarding
technique, which is evaluated to be highly adaptable and
robust. Mechanisms in the proposed routing protocol can be
brought in by RPL and better support mobile RPL.
In essence, an effective routing protocol design should
consider application environment. Thus, OFs need to be adjusted specifically to satisfy the characteristics of application
scenarios.
C. Energy Issue
The energy consumption is always a concern in LLNs. Because of the differences of relative distances from the current
node to the sink node in the network, energy consumption
among nodes may be distinct and can lead to scenarios with
emerging bottlenecks, which will affect the network reliability.
Current studies make effort to take nodes’ energy depletion
rate into the metrics and make predictions about the path that
will consume energy at the lowest rate. An alternative method
is to introduce backup node to take place of the dead nodes
with minimum network cost. However, the bottleneck nodes
can be unavoidable to some extent, thus the critical questions
on how to balance the energy of nodes effectively is what need
to be looked into in the future.
In LLNs, especially in a large scale, equalizing the energy
consumption is much more important than saving the energy
in the network. Nurmio et al. [53] considered the energy of
all parent nodes along the path towards the sink node, which
resulted in an equalized energy consumption rate among nodes
in the network.
Besides the scalability, the diversity of networks and distinction among nodes also have impacts on the energy consumption. Thus different Quality of Services requirements and
power-supply types of nodes should also be considered in the
future work.
D. Cross-layer Issue
The cross-layer issue existing here is mainly related to the
discrepancy between the payload in network layer and MAC
layer. MTU of IPv6 network is 1280 bytes while that of
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is 127 bytes, thus an adaptive layer
- 6LoWPAN is indispensable to handle fragmentation and
reassembly of data packets as well as head compression.
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TABLE VI
C ATEGORY OF ATTACKS IN RPL.

1

2

3

5

6

4

7
8

Fig. 14. An illustration of attacks in RPL.

Gardasevic et al. [54] has proved that with the increase of
UDP payload, the routing performance including delay and
PDR will be worsen in both unicast and multicast scenarios.
The increasing size of the packet payload will impact the
routing performance on consuming much more energy, decreasing packets delivery and increasing network latency. The
challenge of how the strategy of routing should be adjusted
according to the packet payload need to be further explored.
E. Security Issues in RPL
Security poses a serious challenge to RPL implementation.
There are issues related to energy and link quality specified
by LLNs [42]. LLNs require stable links maintenance and
lower energy consumption beyond the common network circumstances and their limitation tends to have high impact on
the effective design of security solutions. Especially in large
scale networks, security should be well considered in order to
avoid large scale contamination or information leakage.
Threats and attacks over RPL can lead to failures in authentication, maintenance of routing information and attacks
on integrity or availability of the network operations [7]. Once
an attacker captures a node, it is able to obtain the encrypted
information and inject evil code to disturb the routing, which is
quite difficult to be detected particularly when innocent nodes
fail to know the attacks. Table VI depicts the attack types in
RPL.
As depicted in Fig. 14, the attacks can lead to a non-optimal
routing or even result in a worse situation such as routing loops
or unreachable neighbours. For example, when node 3 chooses
node 6 as its preferred parent, which has a larger rank, a rank
attack happens with a formed loop of 3-6-5. Routing choice
attack happens when node 7 detaches node 5 and chooses
node 2 as its parent node. As for neighbour attack, node 4 can
replicate messages from node 2 and deceives node 8 to choose
node 2 as its parent, which is totally out range for node 8.
To solve the above issues, an Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) that is capable of analysing activities or processes
in a network or in a node is proposed. The IDS normally

Attack Type

Feature

Impact

Rank
Attack
[55], [57]

Choose non-preferred
parent as parent node

Destroy routing or format loops

Local Repair Attack [55], [57]

Send local repair information untimely

Destroy routing, waste
routing resources

Neighbor Attack
[57]

Manipulate
control
information
to
deceive
neighbour
nodes

Forge and destroy
routing, waste network
resources

Routing Choice
Attack [56]

Choose non-optimal
routing path

Destroy routing, waste
routing resources

Sinkhole Attack
[58]

Route traffic to the
node pretending to be
a valid sink

Destroy routing and
topology

Distance Spoofing Attack[58]

Route traffic to a node
near the sink

Destroy routing and
waste computation resources

deploys monitor nodes in finite state machine mode, every
node in a network should be monitored under at least one of
them. Such a method works well to efficiently detect rank
attacks and local attacks [55]. Other IDS based methods,
such as the one mainly focusing on the inner intrusion [56],
can successfully solve routing choice attack by avoiding the
optimal routing path failure caused by tampering options of
DIOs. [57] made a comprehensive analysis of rank attack, local
repair attack, neighbour attack and DIS attack, and suggested
that the handling models of the attacks can be developed
through training of data.
Besides the intrusion detection based methods, the encryption of information in RPL is another option. Clark et al.
[58] proposed a node-to-node encrypted authentication method
by exchanging encryption key. Seeber et al. [59] deployed
a Trust Platform Model (TPM), which is able to provide
cryptographic operations and node authentication, to avoid evil
routing information through related trust construction and key
exchange mechanism.
As shown above, anti-attacks can be a challenging task
for LLNs. ROLL WG analyzed the security threats and attacks including authentication, access control, confidentiality,
integrity and availability in [7]. Considering the different
categories of threats and attacks, possible solutions have been
offered, which mainly focus on establishing session keys,
encapsulation during encryption and access control. It also
points out that the sensor network limitations including energy, physical locations, directional traffic and etc, combining
with use case requirements including urban networks [8],
building automation[9], industrial automation[10] and home
automation[11], can be the new motivation to design more
effective RPL in real scenarios.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We mainly focused on the performance analysis of RPL
in multi-hop networks with large scale. We first provided
an overview of RPL’s key features, metrics and objective
functions. Then we performed an exhaustive analysis on RPL
performance using OMNeT++ in large scale. Application
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deployment and security issues posed by RPL have also been
discussed. Based on analysis of literature and our simulation,
we have raised the future challenges for RPL. The results
obtained in the paper will be a useful reference for network
engineers to develop more effective routing solutions for IoT
use cases.
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